
Summer 
A T  C A R D R O N A  A L P I N E  

R E S O R T

Re-imagine what you know of your mountain playground – this is 

summer at Cardrona! Take a deep breath of the crisp mountain air, 

soak in the stunning scenery, feel the flow & take a break in  

New Zealand’s ultimate summer alpine playground. With activities for 

the mountain explorer to the hardcore downhiller, there’s something 

for everyone at Cardrona this season.



Mountain biking
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27 words – Lift accessed mountain biking in the heart of the Southern Alps. With 

some of the longest vertical descents in the country, it will take your breath away.

50 words – There’s no better feeling than taking a breath as you drop in, feeling 

your heart pumping as you find your flow… lapping all day until there’s nothing 

left in the tank.  That’s why we have lift-accessed mountain bike trails at Cardrona 

for first-timers all the way through to seasoned downhillers.

85 words – There’s no better feeling than taking a breath as you drop in, feeling 

your heart pumping as you find your flow… lapping all day until there’s nothing 

left in the tank.  That’s why we have lift-accessed mountain bike trails at Cardrona 

for all levels, from first-time riders all the way through to seasoned downhillers. 

The Bike Park features a variety of trails from smooth flow to rough and technical. 

With some of the longest vertical descents in the country, come & explore our 

alpine playground. 



Mountain carting
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28 words – Experience Cardrona’s most accessible gravity-fuelled activity – 

mountain carting! No prior experience is needed for this fun downhill activity, just 

a sense of adventure & a thirst for FUN!

49 words – Whether you’re racing your mates or cruising and admiring the view... 

you’ll feel alive when you ride our three-wheeled mountain carts!  Our most 

accessible gravity-fuelled activity, this is the only place in the country you can 

have a mountain carting experience, so don’t get FOMO... this is your shot to 

make everyone on your friends list jealous!

73 words – Experience Cardrona’s most accessible gravity-fuelled activity – 

mountain carting! The only of their kind in New Zealand, these three-wheeled 

gravity carts are all you need to take on the trails with no previous experience 

necessary.  Take a scenic cruise or race your mates down three purpose-built 

lift accessed tracks.  Kick back & relax while we take you up to Cardrona with 

transport included from Queenstown over the scenic Crown Range to the 

Cardrona Valley.



Sightseeing/Walking
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27 words – Walking & hiking at Cardrona is truly stunning, with 360 views at every 

turn! Take the lift & explore our walking trails for a true alpine adventure.

52 words – Soak it in… stunning 360-degree views that take your breath away 

at every turn. Explore our alpine hiking trails from the McDougall’s Chondola 

including an easy wander up to the summit.  Don’t forget to snap a photo at the 

Skyline viewing platform with the majesty of the Southern Alps as your backdrop.

68 words – Immerse yourself in our beautiful alpine environment with sightseeing 

and walking at Cardrona. At over 1800m above sea level, breathe the fresh 

alpine air and take in the stunning 360-degree views of the Southern Alps, Lake 

Wakatipu and Lake Hawea. Choose between a gentle stroll from the top of 

McDougall’s Chondola up to our viewing platform, or a more adventurous hike on 

our Captain’s Circuit alpine trails.



Stargazing
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34 words – Nestled in the heart of the Southern Alps, Cardrona offers some of the 

best conditions for stargazing. With a dark sky & minimal light pollution, it’s the 

perfect spot to view the Southern Sky.

57 words – Re-discover the stars and take in the incredible Southern night sky in 

Cardrona’s unique Stargazing adventure. Learn about all you can see through our 

Celestron 11” telescope with our expert guide - from star clusters & nebulae, to the 

moons of Jupiter & other galaxies. Experience the best conditions for stargazing 

with minimal light pollution at 1600m.

95 words – Nestled in the heart of the Southern Alps, the Cardrona Valley offers 

some of the best conditions on Earth for stargazing. Not only does it have a dark 

sky with minimal light pollution, but it’s far enough south to have a great vantage 

point to view the famous Southern Sky. Your guide will cover highlights of the 

Southern Sky, constellations, movements of planets & celestial navigation. Learn 

about all you can see through our Celestron 11” telescope with our expert guide - 

from star clusters & nebulae, to the moons of Jupiter & other galaxies.



Trail Map
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Summer 2019-20 Trail Map


